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RDF-Error Analysis for O-H and H-H cases

Figure S1: Pareto chart for effects on O-H radial distribution function
From the Pareto chart (Fig. S1), it can be seen that there are five significant effects:
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CE= Sigma.|OH| bond length



AC= Charge.Sigma



C = Sigma



E = |OH| bond length



A = Charge
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It can be clearly seen that CE= Sigma.OH bond length represents the largest effect as it
extends out the furthest.

Figure S2: Normal-probability plot for O-H RDF
The normal-probability plot agrees with the Pareto plot when considering the effects which
most affect the diffusivity of water. In addition to this the normal plot indicates the direction
of the effect. Charge (A), OH bond length (E) and Sigma.OH bond length (CE) all have
positive standardised effects. This indicates when the level is changed from a low level to a
high level of the factor, the response will increase. Sigma (C) and Charge.Sigma (AC) both
have a negative effect. This indicates when the level is changed from a low level to a high
level of the factor, the response will decrease.

Figure S3: Main-effect plot for O-H RDF
Fig. S3 above shows the variable which have the largest effect on the response are charge,
sigma and OH bond length.

It also shows the epsilon and ∠HOH bond angle have a

insignificant effect on the response. It can also be noted that:


Charge: O-H RDF error is higher with charge at a higher level. This can also be seen
in the normal plot of all main and interaction effects.



Epsilon: The O-H RDF error will be higher at higher values for epsilon.



Sigma: O-H RDF error will be lower at higher levels of charge. It can also be noted
from the main effects chart that sigma appears to have the largest effect on the output
response.



∠HOH bond angle: While the O-H RDF error will be lower at higher values for the
bond angle a change will have little effect to the output response.



𝑂𝐻 bond length: O-H RDF error will be higher at higher levels of the OH bond
length.

Figure S4: Interaction plots for two-way interactions affecting O-H RDF
The table above displays all the two-way interactions within the system. As it can be seen
many of the interactions are not significant. Some of the key interactions include:


Section 2: The plot indicates that the increase and decrease in O-H radial distribution
function error when charge changes from -1 to 1 depends on the sigma. When sigma
is low, the change in response is equal to when sigma is high. The response increases
when sigma is low and decreases when sigma is high when charge increases.



Section 9: The plot indicates that the decrease in O-H radial distribution function error
when sigma changes from -1 to 1 depends on charge, only if charge is high. When
charge is low, the change in response is less than when charge is high. The response
only changes when charge is high.



Section 12: The plot indicates that the increase and decrease in O-H radial distribution
function error when sigma changes from -1 to 1 depends on the OH bond angle. When
the OH bond angle is low, the change in response is greater than when the OH bond

angle is high. The response increases slightly when the OH bond angle is low and
decreases when the OH bond angle is high when sigma increases.


Section 19: The plot indicates that the increase and decrease in O-H radial distribution
function error when the OH bond angle changes from -1 to 1 depends on the sigma.
When the sigma is low, the change in response is less than when the sigma is high.
The response increases slightly when the sigma is low and decreases when the sigma
is high when the OH bond angle increases.

Sigma is heavily involved in most significant interaction effects which affect O-H radial
distribution function error.

Figure S5: Surface plots for the most significant effects on O-H RDF
The surface plots shown in Figure S5 above can be analysed as follows,
1. The interaction between charge and sigma is shown to output the highest response at a
high level of charge and a low level of sigma. It is also shown to output the lowest
response at a high level of charge and a high level of sigma.
2. The interaction between sigma and the OH bond length is shown to output the highest
response at a low level of sigma and a low level of the OH bond length. It is also
shown to output the lowest response at a high level of sigma and a low level of the
OH bond length.

Figure S6: Pareto chart for effects on H-H radial distribution function
From the Pareto chart it can be seen that there is one significant effect, i.e., A = Charge

Figure S7: Normal-probability plot for H-H RDF
The normal plot agrees with the Pareto plot when considering the effects which most affect
the diffusivity of water. Charge (A) has a positive standardised effect. This indicates when

the level is changed from a low level to a high level of the factor, the response will increase.
There are no effects that have a negative effect.

Figure S8: Main-effect plot for H-H radial Distribution function
Fig. S8 shows the variables which have the largest effect on the response are charge and OH
bond length. It also shows the epsilon have a insignificant effect on the response. It can also
be noted that:


Charge: H-H RDF error is higher with charge at a higher level. This can also be seen
in the normal plot of all main and interaction effects. It can also be noted from the
main effects chart that charge appears to have the largest effect on the output
response.



Epsilon: The H-H RDF error will be higher at higher values for epsilon. It can also be
noted that a change in epsilon will have little effect to the output response.



Sigma: H-H RDF error will be higher at higher levels of charge.



∠HOH bond angle: The H-H RDF error will be higher at higher values for the bond
angle,



𝑂𝐻 bond length: H-H RDF error will be lower at higher levels of the OH bond length.

Figure S9: Two-way interaction plots on H-H radial distribution function
Fig. S9 displays all the two-way interactions within the system. As the Pareto plot shows, the
majority of interactions are not significant; only the two most significant interactions will be
discussed, which include:


Section 2: The plot indicates that the increase in H-H RDF error when charge changes
from -1 to 1 depends on the sigma. When sigma is low, the change in response is
greater than when sigma is high.



Section 6: The plot indicates that the increase and decrease in H-H radial distribution
function error when epsilon changes from -1 to 1 depends on the sigma. When sigma
is low, the change in response is equal to when sigma is high.

Figure S10: Surface plots for the most significant effects which affect H-H radial
distribution function

The surface plots shown in Figure S10 above can be analysed as follows,


The interaction between charge and sigma is shown to output the highest response at a
high level of charge and a low level of sigma. It is also shown to output the lowest
response at a low level of sigma and a low level of charge.



The interaction between charge and HOH bond angle is shown to output the highest
response at a high level of charge and a high level of HOH bond angle. It is also
shown to output the lowest response at a low level of charge and a high level of HOH
bond angle.



The interaction between epsilon and sigma is shown to output the highest response at
a high level of epsilon and a high level of sigma. It is also shown to output the lowest
response at a high level of epsilon and a low level of sigma.



The interaction between epsilon and OH bond length is shown to output the highest
response at a high level of epsilon and a low level of OH bond length. It is also shown
to output the lowest response at a high level of epsilon and a high level of OH bond
length.



The interaction between sigma and HOH bond angle is shown to output the highest
response at a high level of sigma and a high level of HOH bond angle. It is also
shown to output the lowest response at a high level of sigma and a low level of HOH
bond angle.



The interaction between HOH bond angle and epsilon is shown to output the highest
response at a high level of HOH bond angle and a high level of epsilon. It is also
shown to output the lowest response at a low level of HOH bond angle and a high
level of epsilon.

Figure S11: Pareto chart for effects on total radial distribution function
From the Pareto chart it can be seen that there are 6 significant effects. These significant
effects include:


AC= Charge.Sigma



CE= Sigma.|OH| bond length



A = Charge



BC = Epsilon.Sigma



C = Sigma



AE= Charge.|OH| bond length

It can be clearly seen that AC (Charge.Sigma) and CE (Sigma.OH bond length) represents the
largest effects as it extends out the furthest. It can also be seen that ADE has the smallest
effect.

Figure S12: Normal-probability plot for Total radial Distribution function
The normal-probability plot agrees with the Pareto plot when considering the effects which
most affect the total-RDF error. In addition to this the normal plot indicates the direction of
the effect. Sigma.OH bond length (CE), Charge (A), Epsilon.Sigm (BC), Sigma (C) and
Charge.OH bond lengh (AE) all have positive standardized effects. This indicates when the
level is changed from a low level to a high level of the factor, the response will increase.
Charge.Sigma (AC) has a negative effect. This indicates when the level is changed from a
low level to a high level of the factor, the response will decrease.

Figure S13: Main-effect plot for total-RDF error
For the plot above shows the variable which have the largest effect on the response are charge
and OH bond length. It also shows the epsilon have a insignificant effect on the response. It
can also be noted that:


Charge: The total RDF error is higher with charge at a higher level. This can also be
seen in the normal plot of all main and interaction effects. It can also be noted from
the main effects chart that charge appears to have the largest effect on the output
response.



Epsilon: The total RDF error will be higher at lower values for epsilon.



Sigma: The total RDF error will be higher at higher levels of charge.



∠HOH bond angle: The total RDF error will be higher at higher values for the bond
angle. It can also be noted that a total RDF error in epsilon will have little effect to the
output response.



𝑂𝐻 bond length: total RDF error will be lower at higher levels of the OH bond length.
It can also be noted that a total RDF error in epsilon will have little effect to the
output response.

Figure S14: Interaction plots for two-way interaction which affect total radial
distribution function error
The table above displays all the two-way interactions within the system. As it can be seen
many of the interactions are not significant. Some of the key interactions include:


Section 2: The plot indicates that the increase and decrease in total radial distribution
function error when charge changes from -1 to 1 depends on the sigma. When sigma
is low, the change in response is less than when sigma is high. When charge changes
from low to high, sigma at a low value increases the response while the response
increases when sigma is high.



Section 6: The plot indicates that the increase and decrease in total radial distribution
function error when epsilon changes from -1 to 1 depends on the sigma. When sigma
is low, the change in response is equal to when sigma is high.



Section 9: The plot indicates that the increase and decrease in total radial distribution
function error when sigma changes from -1 to 1 depends on the charge. When charge
is low, the change in response is less than when charge is high. When sigma changes
from low to high, charge at a low value increases the response while the response
increases when charge is high.



Section 12: The plot indicates that the increase and decrease in total radial distribution
function error when sigma changes from -1 to 1 depends on the OH bond length.
When the OH bond length is low, the change in response is greater than when the OH
bond length is high. When sigma changes from low to high, the OH bond length at a
low value increases the response while the response increases when the OH bond
length is high.



Section 19 The plot indicates that the increase and decrease in total radial distribution
function error when the OH bond length changes from -1 to 1 depends on the sigma.
When sigma is low, the change in response is equal than when sigma is high.

Figure S15: Surface plots for the most significant effects which affect total-RDF error
The surface plots shown in Figure S15 above can be analysed as follows,


The interaction between charge and sigma is shown to output the highest response at a
low level of charge and a high level of sigma. It is also shown to output the lowest
response at a low level of charge and a low level of sigma.



The interaction between epsilon and sigma is shown to output the highest response at
a high level of epsilon and a high level of sigma. It is also shown to output the lowest
response at a high level of epsilon and a high level of sigma.



The interaction between sigma and the OH bond length is shown to output the highest
response at a high level of sigma and a high level of the OH bond length. It is also
shown to output the lowest response at a low level of sigma and a high level of the
OH bond length.
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Table S1: Summary of RDF-error effects in order of size
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